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The neutron inelastic scattering of carbon-12, populating the Hoyle state, is a reaction of interest16

for the triple-alpha process. The inverse process (neutron upscattering) can enhance the Hoyle state’s17

decay rate to the bound states of 12C, effectively increasing the overall triple-alpha reaction rate.18

The cross section of this reaction is impossible to measure experimentally but has been determined19

here at astrophysically-relevant energies for the first time using detailed balance. This cross section20

will inform astrophysical models on the importance of neutron upscattering in neutron-rich stellar21

environments.22

Using a highly-collimated monoenergetic beam of neutrons incident on the Texas Active Target23

Time Projection Chamber (TexAT TPC) filled with CO2 gas, the 3α-particles (arising from the decay24

of the Hoyle state following inelastic scattering) were measured and a cross section was extracted25

between En = 8.15 MeV and En = 10.0 MeV. The cross section above the threshold was dominated26

by a few resonances in 13C around Ex = 13.5 MeV. This has a significant effect on the contribution27

of neutron upscattering in stellar environments.28

The neutron-upscattering enhancement is observed to be much smaller than previously expected.29

For a temperature of 1 GK, the total enhancement factor, from upscattering to the ground state and30

first-excited state, was seen to be 5, rising to around 46 at 10 GK thereby exceeding the contribution31

from proton enhancement. The importance of the neutron-upscattering enhancement may therefore32

not be significant aside from in very particular astrophysical sites (e.g. neutron star mergers).33

I. INTRODUCTION.34

The triple-alpha process is extremely important in nu-35

cleosynthesis. Three α-particles produce 12C in a multi-36

step process via the intermediate 8Be and through the37

Hoyle state [1] which resonantly enhances the reaction38

rate by several orders of magnitude. The rate for genera-39

tion of bound 12C depends directly on the radiative-decay40

(sequential gamma-decay and pair-production) width of41

the Hoyle state as the alternative is α-particle decay that42

will regenerate the starting material and force the pro-43

cess to start over again. The dominant contribution to44

the radiative-width is sequential gamma-decay via the45

2+1 state at 4.44 MeV. It has long been suggested that46

in certain stellar environments, additional decay compo-47

nents contribute to the radiative-width and could greatly48

increase the production of bound 12C [2]. The additional49

decay components, known as upscattering (previously re-50

∗ jackbishop@tamu.edu
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ferred to as particle-induced de-excitation of nuclei), oc-51

curs when light particles (neutron, protons and α par-52

ticles) interact with the resonant Hoyle state and carry53

away the excitation energy as kinetic energy, allowing54

the nucleus to de-excite as portrayed in Fig. 1. The pres-55

ence of the Coulomb barrier means that for low tempera-56

tures, contributions from neutrons are expected to dom-57

inate. The importance of neutron upscattering to the58

triple-alpha reaction rate has previously been estimated59

and studied [3]. This previous study relied on Hauser-60

Feshbach calculations for the 12C(0+2 )(n2, n0,1) cross sec-61

tions, the neutron subscript denotes the excited state in62

the 12C system. This work presents the first measure-63

ment of the 12C(n, n2)3α cross section (in the relevant64

energy region) allowing, with a combined R-matrix fit,65

for the cross sections for the astrophysically relevant in-66

verse processes to be determined.67

mailto:jackbishop@tamu.edu
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the steps involved in the triple-
alpha process, showing the contribution of neutron upscatter-
ing to the radiative decay width. A low-energy neutron in-
teracts with the Hoyle state leaving carbon-12 in the ground-
state (or first-excited state) and the extra energy is carried
away with the neutron.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS.68

A. Edwards Accelerator Laboratory.69

To perform this measurement, an intense, fast, and70

quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam was required which71

was provided by the Edwards Accelerator Laboratory72

at Ohio University [4]. A direct-current deuteron beam73

of 1-2 µA from the 4.5-MV tandem accelerator was in-74

cident on a deuterium-filled gas cell of length 7.98 cm75

held at 760 Torr. The gas cell entrance window is a76

2.5-µm-thick Havar foil and the beam is stopped by a77

gold-foil at the end of the gas cell. The d(d, n) reaction78

is forward-focused and collimated via a multi-material79

system placed in the 30-m time-of-flight tunnel with an80

aperture diameter of 0.75 cm at a distance of 2 metres81

from the gas cell. Highly-collimated fast neutron beams82

with 10 energy steps of energies from 7.2 to 10.0 MeV,83

with full-widths ranging from ∼ 350 to 250 keV, were84

generated in this fashion.85

Rough beam normalisation was provided by charge-86

integration of the deuteron beam in the gas cell as well87

as counting neutrons from a Stilbene detector placed 1-m88

away from the gas cell and an NE-213 detector placed 3089

metres from the gas cell at the end of the time-of-flight90

tunnel.91

B. TexAT Time Projection Chamber.92

The Texas Active Target (TexAT) Time Projec-93

tion Chamber (TPC) [5] was used to measure the94

12C(n, n2)3α cross section. The TexAT TPC was filled95

with 50.0 (±0.2) Torr of CO2 gas which was refreshed96

at a rate of 50 sccm. The Thick Gas Electron Multi-97

plier (THGEMs) [6] were combined with Micromegas for98

an overall gas gain of 5,000. The field cage voltage pro-99

vided an electric field of 69 V/cm, drifting ionised elec-100

trons with a velocity of 0.75 cm/µs. For this experiment,101

in addition to the TPC region of TexAT, four 625-µm-102

thick Si detectors were placed ≈ 50 cm from the beam103

entrance. These silicon detectors provided overall high-104

precision beam normalisation via the number of detected105

proton recoils from a 30.0-µm-thick CH2 foil placed inside106

of TexAT via the 1H(n, p) elastic scattering reaction. The107

thickness of this foil and its variation over its surface is108

known to roughly 3%. The entrance to the TexAT cham-109

ber is an aluminium flange of thickness 2.87 mm which110

corresponds to a loss of neutron flux of 3%. TexAT was111

placed inside the Edwards Accelerator Laboratory time-112

of-flight-tunnel behind the collimator system and was at113

a distance of 4 metres from the gas cell to minimise the114

neutron beam spot size whilst maintaining exceptional115

neutron background suppression.116

With TexAT, 3D tracks of the charged-particles can117

be reconstructed along with information about the en-118

ergy deposition. Multiple tracks can be resolved with a119

separation of ≈ 2 mm. An example track can be found120

in the Supplemental Material (Fig. 9).121

C. Beam characterisation.122

In order to characterise the beam, a pulsed neutron123

beam was generated and a time-of-flight spectrum was124

recorded with an NE-213 placed at a distance of 30 me-125

tres from the gas cell. For this measurement, the incident126

deuteron energy was 5.36 MeV and the gas cell pressure127

was a slightly higher 988 Torr. A correction was made to128

account for the 7.98-cm-long gas cell (which produced a129

distance uncertainty) via extracting an initial energy as-130

suming the interaction occurred at the middle of the gas131

cell. A more accurate distance was then determined due132

to the fact the energy of the neutron produced is linearly133

related to the interaction depth of the deuteron inside the134

gas cell and a more accurate neutron energy was then ex-135

tracted. With this correction, the E-TOF measurement136

agreed well with the expected neutron spectrum from the137

d(d, n) reaction as simulated in GEANT4 [7], as long as138

we accounted for a small ∼ 0.03% air contaminant in the139

calibration runs. This agreement is shown in Fig. 2.140

For the runs where a direct current beam was used,141

the neutron energy spectrum was validated using the en-142

ergy spectrum of the (n,p) scattering events in the Si143

detectors. Reproducing the simulated width expected in144

the Si detectors not only validated the incident neutron-145

energy spectrum but also the thickness of the CH2 foil146

which contributes to a large degree via the energy-loss147

associated with the interaction depth in the foil.148149
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FIG. 2. Neutron energy spectrum as measured with the NE-
213 detector placed at 30 m with a pulsed beam (magenta
points) with corrections for the interaction location within
the gas cell applied. The neutron energy spectrum from the
7.8-cm gas cell as predicted by GEANT4 is overlaid (solid
blue line).

D. Normalisation.150

The principle technique used was 1H(n, p) scattering.151

The associated uncertainties from this were the thick-152

nesses of the foil and counting statistics. The conversion153

from silicon counts to neutron flux was calculated us-154

ing GEANT4 for each energy. The beam normalisation155

was confirmed by neutron flux estimates from the inte-156

grated deuteron beam current, which were in agreement157

to within the deuteron differential cross section uncer-158

tainties at zero degrees.159

III. 12C(n, α0)/
16O(n, α0,1).160

In order to identify (n, α) interactions, events with161

a Micromegas-pixel hit multiplicity > 20 (to eliminate162

elastic-scattering recoil tracks) had their tracks fitted163

with three different reactions: 12C(n, α0) (leaving
9Be in164

the ground state), 16O(n, α0) (leaving
13C in the ground165

state) and 16O(n, α1) (leaving 13C in the first-excited166

state). A χ2 value for each of the three reaction channels167

was calculated whereby the overall track fit (sum of the168

distances of the track points to the fitted track lines), de-169

viation of the angle of the products from those expected,170

and difference in range of the heavy particle that stops171

inside the TPC region from those expected from the two-172

body kinematics contributed. As well as integrated cross173

sections, the statistics for several energy settings were174

sufficient to generate complete coverage angular distri-175

butions, which will be reported in a future publication.176

IV. 12C(n, n2)3α.177

To extract the inelastic scattering contribution to the178

Hoyle state, the RANSAC-fitting technique [8] was used179

on the 3D tracks to identify events with three α-particles180

in the exit channel. Events with bad fits were visually181

examined to eliminate any deficiencies of the RANSAC182

technique or track reconstruction. There was also a sub-183

set of events where two of the α-particle tracks from184

the decay of 8Be were insufficiently spatially-separated;185

therefore the 3D track only showed two tracks. Where186

these events could not be attributed to (n, α) reactions187

and the nature of this event could not unambiguously188

be determined, these events contributed to the overall189

uncertainty for the cross section.190

The 12C(n, n2)3α cross section over the neutron en-191

ergy range of interest is shown in Fig. 3(a). It is im-192

mediately apparent that, contrary to the predictions of193

Hauser-Feshbach calculations previously performed for194

this reaction [3], the cross section does not abruptly rise195

near the threshold and the overall magnitude of the cross196

section is smaller than expected. This difference has a197

profound effect for small temperatures where the ener-198

gies near threshold are most important. The structure of199

the cross section is similar to that for 12C(n, α) (shown200

by green triangles in Fig. 3(a), strongly suggesting the201

importance of one or more 13C compound-nucleus states202

around 13.5 MeV.203204

V. 12C(n, α1,2).205

As well as the 3α final state arising from the inelastic206

scattering to the Hoyle state, one may also populate ex-207

cited states in 9Be that are unbound, therefore yielding208

an identical final state of 3α + n. The kinematics of this209

reaction are very different, whereby one track is much210

longer than the other two, and it is kinematically-possible211

for this higher energy α-particle to have a scattering an-212

gle > 90◦. It is important to separate this cross section213

as it does not contribute to the neutron-induced upscat-214

tering in stellar environments. Instead, this cross section215

forms three helium nuclei per interaction and, therefore,216

provides a more-sizeable contribution as a gas-forming re-217

action in high-neutron flux environments such as fusion218

reactors. The cross sections are shown in Fig. 3(b), where219

the separation between α1,2 (with α1 and α2 meaning220

the 9Be is left in the first- or second-excited state respec-221

tively) is not established here. This reaction can clearly222

be seen to proceed through a different resonance to the223

12C(n0, n2), centered instead around 9 MeV neutron en-224

ergy (Ex ≈ 13.2 MeV in 13C).225

VI. ENHANCEMENT.226

Given the experimentally-measured reaction rates, the227

inverse astrophysically-relevant reaction rate can be de-228
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FIG. 3. (a) 12C(n, n2)3α cross section (blue error bars) mea-
sured across the energy range of astrophysical interest with
the Hauser-Feshbach predictions from Ref. [3] overlaid in
dashed magenta. The 12C(n, α) cross section, scaled by a
factor of 0.1 is overlaid with green triangles with data from
Fig. [9] to show the similarity in form with the experimental
data from this work. The cross section below the thresh-
old was determined to be < 0.25 mb at the 95% C.L. where
zero Hoyle events were observed. (b) 12C(n, a1,2)

9Be⋆ cross
section with the two thresholds for the centroid of the 9Be⋆

states marked by solid red lines. The lowest two energy points
had zero observed events so the upper limit at the 95% C.L.
is shown. For both plots, the x-axis error bars represent the
total width of the neutron energy spectrum rather than its
standard deviation due to the non-Gaussian nature of the
beam energy profile. The y-axis shows purely statistical error
bars.

termined using detailed balance and the enhancement229

this has on the radiative-width of the Hoyle state evalu-230

ated. Following the prescription detailed in [3], the addi-231

tional rate factor from upscattering, R, (where R = 1232

implies the upscattering enhancement is equal to the233

radiative-width, therefore doubling the triple-alpha re-234

action rate) is given by:235

R = knρnT
−1.5
9 (2Ji + 1)×236 ∫ ∞

0

σnn′(E)(E −Q) exp(−11.605E/T9)dE, (1)237

where kn is a factor (6.557×10−6 K
3

2 cm3g−1 for inelastic238

neutron scattering for this system), ρn is the neutron239

density in g cm−3, E is the energy above the threshold240

in the c.m., T9 is the temperature in GK, σnn′(E) is the241

inelastic scattering cross section in mb, Q is the reaction242

Q-value in MeV, and Ji is the angular momentum of the243

final state in the astrophysical case.244

The contribution of neutron upscattering to the 2+1245

state in 12C is particularly important, in part due to the246

(2J+1) factor that increases the importance of this chan-247

nel by a factor of 5. To extract the 12C(2+1 )(n1, n2)3α248

cross section, a multi-channel R-Matrix fit was per-249

formed [10] using data from 12C(n, n0) and 12C(n, n1)250

[11], 12C(n, α0) [9],
9Be(α, n2) [12], as well as our current251

experimental data for the 12C(n, n2)3α channel. The val-252

ues for the partial widths Γn0, Γn1 and Γn2 were therefore253

constrained. These fits (shown in the supplemental fig-254

ures and table) indicate the importance of levels at 13.28,255

13.28, 13.57 and 13.76 MeV with Jπ = 1
2

+
, 3

2

−
, 7

2

−
, and256

5
2

+
, respectively. Apart from the first level, there are257

states at these energies with known, or suspected, spin-258

parities [13]. There is evidence for another state near259

13.0 MeV but with an unknown spin [13]. A spin-parity260

assignment of Jπ = 1
2

+
for this state generates a large261

partial decay width to the Hoyle state, which allows for a262

good fit to our measured excitation function. A Jπ = 1
2

+
263

state in this energy region, with the clustered structure of264

12C(0+2 )⊗ s 1

2

, has been predicted from antisymmetrised265

molecular dynamics calculations [14].266

For a nominal neutron density of 106 g/cm3,267

the enhancements for both the 12C(0+2 )(n2, n1) and268

12C(0+2 )(n2, n0) are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of tem-269

perature. The total rate enhancement (dotted blue line270

in Fig. 4), R, can be approximated by the functional271

form:272

R = A tanh(BT 2
9 + CT9 +D) +

ET9

1 + exp(T9−F
G

)
, (2)273

with the coefficients A = 46.8, B = 0.0735, C = 0.0565,274

D = 0.0256, E = −1.64, F = 4.81 and G = 0.645.275276

For a high neutron-density of 106 g/cm3, the en-277

hancement can be as high as 47 at 8 GK, smaller than278

the factor of > 100 originally predicted from Hauser-279

Feshbach calculations [3]. At higher temperatures (or280

larger electron-fractions), the proton upscattering contri-281

bution will dominate and can have a significant impact282

on nucleosynthesis [15].283

VII. CONCLUSIONS284

The cross section for the inelastic neutron scattering of285

12C to the Hoyle state was experimentally measured at286

astrophysically-relevant energies for the first time. Using287

the TexAT TPC, the three α-particles from the decay288

of the Hoyle state were measured and the contributions289

from the 12C(n, α)9Be∗ reaction were separated. The290

cross section is dominated by a small number of reso-291

nances in 13C. With a multi-channel R-Matrix fit, the292
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FIG. 4. Enhancement of the Hoyle radiative-width via neu-
tron upscattering to the 12C ground state (green dashed) and
to the 12C first-excited state (black solid) with the sum of
these shown in dotted blue for a neutron density of 106 g/cm3.
The comparable contribution from protons as calculated in
Ref. [3] is shown by the dot-dashed red line.

cross section for the 12C(2+1 )(n1, n2)3α reaction was also293

extracted which cannot be measured directly experimen-294

tally.295

The importance of neutron scattering to the triple al-296

pha process has been a longstanding question for many297

decades. Using detailed balance, the current experimen-298

tal results show that the measured cross sections are sig-299

nificantly suppressed near the threshold in comparison300

to Hauser-Feshbach predictions. Therefore, this resolves301

the question of the competition between neutron and302

proton upscattering (the latter of which was shown to303

be highly-important [15]) at lower temperatures where304

Coulomb repulsion heavily suppresses the proton upscat-305

tering contribution. At these low temperatures, where306

previously the neutron enhancement factor was predicted307

to be greater than 100, the enhancement is instead small,308

of the order of unity. Given the suppression of the cross309

section around the threshold, the importance of this neu-310

tron scattering process is not as high as originally thought311

[3]. The enhancement may be more significant for the312

extremely low electron-fractions found in neutron star313

mergers.314

This measurement demonstrates the first use of315

neutron-induced reactions with an active-target time pro-316

jection chamber and demonstrates the applicability of317

this technique for similar measurements. This technique318

will be applied to understanding the role of additional319

neutron upscattering reactions such as in the ‘Holy Grail’320

12C(α, γ)16O reaction where the 9.585 MeV 1− state321

radiative decay width is heavily suppressed due to an322

isospin-forbidden E1 transition and any small additional323

neutron upscattering contribution to the many lower-324

lying states may provide a sizeable enhancement in a stel-325

lar environment where reactions such as 13C(α, n) gener-326

ate many neutrons.327
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FIG. 5. 12C(n, n0) cross section (points) overlaid with
multi-channel R-Matrix fit in red.
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FIG. 6. 12C(n, n1) cross section (points) overlaid with
multi-channel R-Matrix fit in red.
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FIG. 7. 12C(n, n2) cross section (points) overlaid with
multi-channel R-Matrix fit in red.
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FIG. 8. 12C(n, α) cross section (points) overlaid with
multi-channel R-Matrix fit in red.
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FIG. 9. An example 12C(n, n2)3α event track reconstructed within the TPC shown in
2D. The neutron beam direction (dotted blue line) is to the right. The automatically-
identified vertex location and three α-particle arms are identified by hot yellow pixels.
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TABLE I. States included in the R-Matrix fit in the astrophysical range of interest

Spin parity Ex (MeV) Γn0 (keV) Γn1 (keV) Γn2 (keV) Γa0 (keV)
1

2

+
13.28 0.2 2.7 106.8 15.5

3

2

−
13.28 146.5 71.6 44.7 291.3

7

2

−
13.57 54 8.1 15.4 366.1

5

2

+
13.76 401.9 1065.6 0.7 201.8
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